
Solutions

Multi-Channels Support
Connects with any channel

Dialog Management
Build scenarios with no 

coding

Simulate Chatting
Test Bot responses

Live Agent
Allow hand over conversations


to human agents

Business Insights
Provide insights related to 


business and consumer

Users Management
Customize your roles

Survey Management

Create surveys. 

Get insights on its results.

Enterprise-grade 
Security

Ensure the highest level of 
security

NLP
Train bots to recognize every 


intent, entity in a sentence

Deployment options
Offer AI technology On Cloud


, On Premises or Hybrid

Dialog Agnostic 
Support many language 

and  various Arabic slangs

Multiple Bots
Support multiple bots 


per tenant

Trusted by world-class team

All in one omnichannel experience
Manage conversations from your website, social media and call-center from one place

Built-in Analytics
Real-time intelligence about user acquisition, engagement, preferences, conversations

Heatmap Dashboard
Deep dive into more analytics by month, week, day and hour to discover peak times and staff accordingly

Live Agent
Loop in a real agent when needed based on triggers and real-time events

Dialog Detection
Seamlessly manage the flow of your conversation with zero coding knowledge 

Natural Language Processing
Use advanced NLP technology to detect sentiments, intents, entities and context in each conversation 

Survey Management
Measure customer satisfaction through open-ended and multiple-choice questions

Dialog Agnostic
Our assistant understands  all 125 English & 26 Arabic dialects including slang and Franco

Enterprise-grade Security
With end-to-end encryption and two-factor authentication, app keeps your data safe

Multiple Deployment Options
Hosting on our own Enterprise Public Cloud, or On-premise, or Hybrid, or even on your own Virtual Private Cloud

Multiple teams, Different scenarios
Each business unit has their own use-case internally and externally, customize yours accordingly

Access Rights
Customize roles rights or choose from predefined set of roles that limit accessibility and usability based on role

Voice transcription
Upload your audio recordings for transcription, then watch our Digital Assistant analyze and provide strategic insights

Voice command
Verbally communicate with our assistant to ask questions, submit complaints, and provide users’ feedback

Conflict resolution
Our Digital Assistant can handle more than 2 asks in the same sentence to truly understand sentiment 
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